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I’m interested in big projects that are smart, 
surprising, look good and make sense for both  
the designer and client. 

graphic design, art direction, ideas Betsy Medvedovsky 
selected projects



http://www.betsymedvedovsky.com/index.php?/project/posters/While Graduate Assistant in the Undergraduate 
Communications Design Department, I worked 
quickly to create departmental posters.

postersComD Posters

Survey packets have already
been emailed to you and are also 
available at the ComD office.

Remember: Amenity requests 
are due by Monday, April 20th.

Juniors: May 3rd + May 4th 
Seniors: May 5th 
Sophomores: May 6th

Survey is coming. 

http://www.betsymedvedovsky.com/index.php?/project/posters/


http://withandagainst.com/before/false-covers/photography, art direction Magazine covers for FALSE, a local Atlanta culture 
magazine. Stuck with an existing logotype for the 
magazine, I altered it for each issue to reflect each  
issue theme. 

FALSE
magazine covers

The poor issue. The age issue. The green issue. (proposed)



http://withandagainst.com/projects/new-/

http://anewshow.com/

The concept for the identity was simple: a show  
of new work made in a new MFA by soon to be new 
MFA graduates. With the work of the twelve 
candidates very diverse, the central unifying element 
of the show was its framework—a show encapsulating 
each student’s thesis work. 

graphic + verbal identity, signage,  
promotional materials 

new.
identity and signage for the 
2011 MFA Thesis Show 

For space reasons, the show had to be 
held in two sessions, so the original 
logo was doubled to constantly remind 
about the two shows.

The original concept.

The promotional poster with information 
about all the MFA participants became a 
central unifying element, making sure visitors 
of one show heard about the second show. 



The individual signage used the identity’s framing and 
the promotional poster’s format as a starting point.

If “new” was the central, unifying theme for the show, 
each show participant defined his own frame within 
the space provided by the show.

The twelve individual artist 
statements ganged up. Each roams 
and explores its space. 

http://withandagainst.com/projects/new-mfa-show-signage/

http://anewshow.com/

graphic identity, signage, promotional materialsnew.
individual show signage

Digital media 
and cognitive 
learning 
in preschool 
education
a new playful learning experience

“Little Finder” is a digital media application that stimulates early childhood 
education. This mobile device application demonstrates ways of inspiring 
preschoolers’ cognition, learning and creativity through interactive multimedia 
lessons using everyday surroundings. Lessons are in the form of playful games 
that promote children’s discovery and comprehension in an everyday context, 
helping to create a lifelong foundation for learning.

CHRISTIE SHIN

How does 
time look?
mechanical clocks, personal 
clocks and the creative process

“How we move through time is ultimately how we live our lives.”        
                                    – Robert V. Levine

I say to myself, “Time is running out”… “You better hurry up or else someone 
else will get your spot.” Hurry up for what? I am rushing to go somewhere... 
anywhere… everywhere… I look at the time. It is 8:11pm. By now I should 
have started designing; however, the page is staring at me full of shame, as 
“she” is still naked. 

With the standardization of clock time, people in modern urban cities take 
for granted that there is only one way to relate to duration. They tend to 
ignore their internal personal clocks: specifi cally that  of the circadian and 
interval time. The circadian clock calculates rhythms (tells people when to 
wake up, eat, sleep, etc.) while the interval clock tells people how long a 
particular activity is going to take, e.g., right now, you may be unconsciously 
estimating how long it would take you to read this statement. 

Through this exhibit the viewer will consciously experience their personal 
clocks for the fi rst time, as they become participants in the show and part 
of the minute itself.

MARIA-NEFELI STAVRINIDI

Mediating 
Integrity
personal perspectives 
on politics, religion 
and design

Design is everywhere; it infl uences and 
shapes everything we see and touch. My reality 
is structured and packaged by design, immersed 
in a sense of value and commonality. My need to 
understand is what leads me to question, to dissect, 
to shift through the layers of interpretation to gain 
the essence of the meaning, the integrity of the 
content, and to do so responsibly.

This thesis is a natural continuation and response 
to my life experience, culture and media. Frustrated 
with the complexities and contradictions that 
rhetoric can impose on my ability to understand 
meaning, I feel the need to express my perspective 
and expose my process of searching for truths. The 
goal is for my personal explorations to highlight and 
reveal for others the importance of investigating 
and questioning the validity of messaging.

BRENDA MCMANUS

Connecting 
the dots
curation is 
communications design

As both a designer who curates and a curator who 
designs, I embrace an interconnected practice that allows 
me to author and style similar ideas—love, loss, identity, 
materiality and community—through not only creating 
my own work but also presenting others’.

Curating is a way of connecting the dots of questions, 
inspirations, and delineations that intrigue me. Like design, 
curating frames, navigates and communicates in a space.

JOHN CHAICH

The 
phenomenology 
of design
exploring the intimate

Through hand-crafted and gestural forms, I have explored how design can 
point out wonders of reality we may not already be fully appreciating. Design 
tangibly punctuated with the inclusion or allusion to pieces of daily life can 
collapse time, creating a space for viewers to be emotionally present with 
their past experiences.

Through a phenomenological approach—addressing the meaning things have 
in the experience of our daily lives—design can trigger intimate encounters, 
unearthing the poetic essence that resonates in objects, acts, and ephemera.

THERESA BERENATO

Show me 
how it hurts
health, communication 
and visual metaphor

Modern Western medicine is verbal. But talking about 
pain is like dancing about arch itecture—in translation, 
the range, depth and context of sensations is lost. We 
need new ways to communicate what is happening in our 
bodies that are personal, fl exible and connected. Visual 
metaphors can help express sensations without limiting 
meaning, and create better bridges for empathy. But above 
all, they can help us get to know our bodies, histories and 
habits, and apply that knowledge to a holistic vision of 
our health. Only then can we be our own advocates, in 
the doctor’s offi ce and in our daily lives.

REBECCA WIENER

Re-imagining 
the city
to reveal, interpret and 
reconstruct the experience 
of place

New York City provides visitors and residents a multiplicity 
of characters, viewpoints and histories. In my desire to 
explore what gives me a feeling of attachment to the city, 
many of my investigations isolate, fragment and abstract 
specifi c patterns, places and events in order to interpret 
from my subjective viewpoint.

Each component of my thesis exhibition is a model for a 
site-specifi c, permanent installation in the city that will create 
new ways to experience the everyday city environment. I hope 
that by re-imagining the city I can offer a prism through which 
people can refl ect on their own experience of place.

ELIZABETH KUEHNEN

Shift in 
perception
facilitating experiential 
discovery by altering 
the familiar

Altering the familiar is an indispensable tool for communication
design. It can induce participation, create a memorable multi-
dimensional experience, and facilitate a moment of insight and 
discovery. The familiar represents the patterns which are known 
to us. We are constantly inspired to explore new experiences. 
Altering the familiar represents applying a small change on a well 
known concept. Thus it attracts attention and provokes curiosity 
about the reason behind the change. Decoding the purpose of the 
change forms a bond between the observed and the observer and 
it becomes a memorable experience. The result can be a shift in 
perception of the familiar.

Design cannot be separated from perception. Design refl ects the 
way we recognize and perceive the world we live in through the 
act of making and communicating. The things we design are born 
from our experiences and surroundings. We keep in touch with the 
world through our senses. It is thus important for a designer not 
be limited by visual design, but to be open to new ways of discovery 
and communication.

JULIAN REHANI

Times Canyon�/
Grand Square
what is the anti-Times Square?

This project is an exploration of what the anti-Times Square might be. A 
cavernous, iconic American tourist spot, full of color, almost too popular, too 
overwhelming to be engaged with. The anti-Times Square already exists: it is 
the Grand Canyon, although the process of formation is inverse; instead of 
rapid urban construction, slow natural erosion forms the Canyon.

ANTI is an approach I have been working with this year: it means working with 
and against constraints, standards and expectations. Rather than ignoring 
them, ANTI exploits these limitations by selectively fl outing them. I see it as 
a strategy for thinking creatively and embracing confl ict or ambiguity.

Rooted in ANTI, Times Canyon/Grand Square is a project that simply maps 
the opposite of Times Square onto itself, thus offering perspective onto 
both. Layers of activity become layers of time, the space is quieted for once, 
urban landscape become oddly natural. Ultimately, Times Canyon tries to 
discover the Grand Canyon in Times Square and (re)discover Times Square 
in the Grand Canyon. 

BETSY MEDVEDOVSKY

Those poor 
people
expanding the visual language 
of poverty in america

Since the landmark 1890 publication of How The Other Half Lives 
in which Jacob Riis documented wretched living conditions on the 
Lower East Side of Manhattan, the de facto images of poverty have 
been literal depictions of squalor. While these photo journalistic accounts 
of the impoverished are essential to our understanding of the human 
condition, the use of this image type in forms such as nonprofi t mail 
appeals has limited impact. These solicitations of sympathy are often 
meant to humanize calamity, but they frequently offer glimpses of 
the most degrading situations. In effect dehumanized, the subjects 
become even harder to relate to.
 
Connecting is imperative, as academic studies have demonstrated a 
clear philanthropic value in establishing a bond between the entreated 
and a cause. Yet the prevailing construct, which positions the viewer 
as savior, subject as victim, can be off-putting to general audiences, 
as implicit in their inaction is a tolerance or acceptance of what they 
see. The suggestion of complicity creates feelings of guilt, which 
lead to rationalizing and ignoring the issue at hand.
 
Alternatively, design based on empathy, focused on commonalities 
and solicitous by way of shared human experience may offer much 
broader appeal. With a growing market for design advocacy pieces, 
resonance with a wide audience is more important than ever.

MATT SCHEER

100 means 
of invisibility
The process of design is a series of choices, and it is no 
surprise that carefully considered choices result in more 
meaningful work. Every time something is made visible—color, 
image, typography, layout—something else is inherently made 
invisible. We create intentional messages every day, but we 
often ignore the unintentional messages broadcast by what we 
leave out. Harnessing the invisibility essential to the creative 
process allows for a wholly different kind of communication.

Stemming from and inspired by a set of 100 defi nitions 
(or “means”) of invisibility, the work in this exhibition explores 
invisibility both in message-making and as a means of 
communication itself.

SKYLER BALBUS

Joy, delight 
& growth
harnessing the power 
of joy in design

In my thesis, I’m investigating the power of joy and delight to grow 
as a designer and creator. Joy is an opportunity. It has the ability to 
transform and empower anyone who is open to the emotion. As I defi ne 
it, joy is a spark, unique to each individual, that emerges through the 
experience of an activity, object or situation. Because it is intimately 
connected to the individual, whatever brings joy can also bring a deep 
sense of fulfi llment. By using one’s joy, skill, love, or talent as an entry 
point to design, the designer will create work with more enthusiasm 
and interest, establishing a stronger connection to the user. 

For my exhibition, I designed an experience for others to refl ect and 
share moments, objects and experiences that bring them joy. Together 
these lists form a taxonomy containing hundreds of defi nitions and 
ways to experience joy.  

These investigations create a rich understanding of joy through different 
audiences. I hope this exhibition illustrates new means to experience joy 
within your own life and creative process.

DANIEL WIGGINS



http://withandagainst.com/projects/biglittle/Big + little was launched in the fall of 2010 to 
encourage a sense of student ownership of the new 
Pratt studios. A small room was re-allocated as the  
big + little space, which every student could 
temporarily take over for projects, events and shows. 

graphic identity, event, tool-kitBig + Little
a pop-up space tool-kit

a 
pop-up 

kit

The project included a flexible graphic 
identity for the space, a documentation 
template and a booklet explaining 
how to launch a similar community 
space elsewhere.

Actually enacted, the pop-up space 
was a great succcess. Above: the 
Big + Little conversation continues  
on Facebook. 

http://withandagainst.com/projects/biglittle/


http://withandagainst.com/projects/biglittle/Spreads from the tool-kit.graphic identity, event, tool-kitBig + Little
tool-kit spreads

http://withandagainst.com/projects/biglittle/


Brooklyn Notebook
an alternative guidebook

http://withandagainst.com/projects/brooklyn-notebook/  notebook, guidebook This notebook simply, monotonously devotes two 
pages for every neighborhood in the borough of 
Brooklyn. This relentless listing is an itinerary, a list 
of things to do or a journal of things done. Above all it 
reminds how much there is left to explore.

Greenpoint
Williamsburg
East Williamsburg
Bushwick
Stuyvesant Heights
Bedford-Stuyvesant
Clinton Hill
Fort Greene
Navy Yard
Vinegar Hill
DUMBO
RAMBO
Fulton Ferry
Brooklyn Heights
Downtown
Boerum Hill
Cobble Hill
Carroll Gardens
Red Hook
Gowanus
Prospect Heights
Park Slope
South Slope
Prospect Park
Prospect Park South
Crown Heights
Lefferts Garden
Caton Park
Windsor Terrace
Kensington
Greenwood Cemetery
Greenwood Heights
Sunset Park
Borough Park
Bay Ridge
Fort Hamilton
Dyker Heights
Mapleton
Bath Beach
Bensonhurst
Gravesend
Coney Island
Sea Gate
Brighton Beach

Manhattan Beach
Sheepshead Bay
Gerritsen Beach
Plum Beach
Madison
Homecrest
Ocean Parkway
Manhattan Terrace
Nottingham
Midwood
East Midwood
West Midwood
Fiske Terrace
Midwood Park
Ditmas Park West
Ditmas Park
Beverly Square West
Beverly Square East
Albermarle-Kenmore Terrace
Wingate
Rugby
Flatbush
East Flatbush
Farragut
Marine Park
Mill Basin
Mill Island
Bergen Beach
Georgetown
Paerdegat Basin
Flatlands
Canarsie
Remsen Village
Brownsville
Weeksville
Ocean Hill
Broadway Triangle
Highland Park
East New York
New Lots
Starrett City
Spring Creek
City Line
Cypress Hills

The last page lists the 88 
neighborhoods in the book. 



http://withandagainst.com/projects/high-comic-sans-/Why is Comic Sans so loathed by designers? High 
Comic Sans systematically redoes canonical Helvetica 
posters and designs in Comic Sans, exploring if and 
how the meaning changes.

typography, experimental, design educationHigh Comic Sans
an anti-Helvetica experiment

Helvetica
Helvetica Helvetica

abcdefghijklmnopqrs
tuvwxyz 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Helvetica, 48-pt.medium
The Helvetica face, brought out 
by the Haas Type foundry, Basle, 
rapidly met with a wide response. 
M. Miedinger designed this type 
in 1957. The form of the letters 
is based on Berthold and on the 
early sans-serif faces. Charac-
teristic features of Helvetica are
 the horizontally cut ends of the 
letters c, e, g, s in contrast to 
Berthold, where they are cut 
radially. The forms are somehwat 
more open and the round. The “G” 
is simplifi ed. The vertical strokes 
are somehwat shorter in the 
case of Berthold, and this im-
proves legibility.

Helvetica, 48-Pt. normal
Die Helvetica-Schrift, von der 
Haas’schen Schriftgiesserei,
Basel, hearusgebracht, fand
in kurzer Zeit ein grosses Echo.
M. Miedinger konzipierte 1957
diese Type. Die Buchstabenform
lehnt sich an die Berthold und
an die früheren Grotesk-Schriften
an. Charackteristische Eigen-
schaften der Helvetica sind die
horizontal geschnittenen Endun-
gen der Buchstaben c, e, g, s, 
im Gegensatz zur Berthold, wo
sie radial geschnitten sind. Die 
Formen sind etwas offener und
runder. Das <<G>> ist vereinfacht. 
Die Vertikalstriche sind etwas 
kürzer als bei der Berthold, was

Helvetica is case in 13 sizes from 
6- to 48-pt. It is now also on the 
market for fi lm setting, 

die Leserlichkeit verbessert.
Die Helvetica wird in 13 Graden
gegossen von 6-48 Pt. Jetzt ist 
sie auch im Fotosatz auf dem 
Markt. 

28

The ANTI Approach 
to Design History

Exercise 12 Anti-Helvetica: 
ANTI and type

The ANTI Approach 
to Design History

A workbook to learn design 
history through making.

Exercise 12: ANTI and type

Anti-Helvetica

The examples were brought together 
in a workbook to teach graphic 
 design by imitating—and playing 
with—design history.

http://withandagainst.com/projects/high-comic-sans-/


http://withandagainst.com/projects/high-comic-sans-/Why is Comic Sans so loathed by designers? High 
Comic Sans systematically redoes canonical Helvetica 
posters and designs in Comic Sans, exploring if and 
how the meaning changes.

typography, experimental, design educationHigh Comic Sans
an anti-Helvetica experiment

http://withandagainst.com/projects/high-comic-sans-/


http://issuu.com/designgutter/docs/zambiaZambia is a safe African country with stunning 
waterfalls, amazing safaris and excellent guides—yet 
nobody knows about it. In this rebranding project, 
I rebranded Zambia so that it both came across as the 
real Africa, yet accessile for the western tourist. 

graphic identity, brand bookZambia 
rebranding tourism

A brand for Zambia

Articulating and communicating Zambia visually

Pantone 
1795 C

CMYK 
6/100/89/1

RGB 
222/30/49

HEX 
DE1E31

Pantone
2915 C

CMYK 
58/14/1/0

RGB 
96/179/225

HEX 
60B3E1

Pantone
7427 C

CMYK 
8/100/93/30

RGB 
140/25/33

HEX 
8C1921

Pantone 
4485 C

CMYK  
53/56/100/44

RGB  
88/74/29

HEX  
584A1D

Pantone
730 C

CMYK 
30/60/94/16

RGB 
160/103/46

HEX 
A0672E

Pantone
363 C

CMYK 
78/24/100/10

RGB 
63/136/64

HEX 
3F8840

Pantone
7403 C

CMYK 
12/18/67/0

RGB 
227/199/112

HEX 
E3C770

Pantone
Warm Gray 7C

CMYK 
37/41/45/4

RGB 
162/141/131

HEX 
A28D83

Pantone 
2767 C

CMYK 
98/83/45/47

RGB  
15/39/68

HEX 
0F2744

Pantone 
7409 C

CMYK 
0/30/100/0

RGB 
253/185/19

HEX 
FDB913

http://issuu.com/designgutter/docs/zambia


http://issuu.com/designgutter/docs/zambiaZambia is a safe African country with stunning 
waterfalls, amazing safaris and excellent guides—yet 
nobody knows about it. In this rebranding project, I 
rebranded Zambia so that it both came across as the 
real Africa, yet friendly and accessible to the western 
tourist. 

graphic identity, brand bookZambia Brand Book
spreads

Zambia is   we’re different 
because we’re   let’s promote  
Zambia as   authentic    real 
genuine     wild     diamond in 
the rough     emerging   Africa 
Victoria Falls   the bush 
Lusaka   safari   Zambezi River  
off the beaten path    remote 
unexplored     not touristy 
unusual   unknown   welcoming 
warm   excellent guides= 
comfortable   ready for tourists 
stable   democratic   young  
safe   nature at its best 
diverse   savanna    grasslands 
plateaus   rivers   waterfalls 
copperbelt   woodlands   hills 
wild, magnificent, yours

The Zambia idea 

Behind the Zambia brand is a central idea:  
Zambia is the real Africa. 

The real Africa means authentic, welcoming, full of natural beauty. 
But also emerging, a diamond in the rough. What Africa is at its 
heart now, as well as its possibility in the future.

As an up-and-coming destination for tourism, Zambia appeals 
to the adventuresome. Zambia can offer an authentic African 
experience to those seeking something off the beaten path. It’s 
also a warm country that ready for tourists: excellent guides and 
tourist amenities consistently earn high praise.

At left is a verbal articulation of Zambia. Emphasizing these points 
reinforces Zambia as an exciting destination — the real Africa.

Logo

The logo is based on the cultural heritage and natural treasures of 
Zambia. 

Inspired by Zambian chitenge (a cloth used in everyday life), wildlife 
and the Victoria Waterfalls, the logo features nine circles that refer 
to the nine provinces of Zambia. Alluding to Zambia’s rich diversity, 
the circles work as a cohesive shape when placed together.

The circles can be filled in or not depending on the context, so that 
the logo works best visually. 

http://issuu.com/designgutter/docs/zambia

